Abstract: Urban cycling is a sustainable transport mode that many cities are promoting. However, few cities are taking advantage of geospatial technologies to represent and analyse cycling mobility based on the behavioural patterns and difficulties faced by cyclists. This study analyses a geospatial dataset crowdsourced by urban cyclists using an experimental, mobile geo-game. Fifty-seven participants recorded bicycle trips during one week periods in three cities. By aggregating them, we extracted not only the cyclists' preferred streets but also the frictions faced during cycling. We successfully identified 284 places potentially having frictions: 71 in Münster, Germany; 70 in Castelló, Spain; and 143 in Valletta, Malta. At such places, participants recorded bicycle segments at lower speeds indicating a deviation from an ideal cycling scenario. We describe the potential frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting with regard to the distance to bicycle paths, surrounding infrastructure, and location in the urban area.
Introduction
Bicycling is an excellent complement to urban transport modes, and so many cities worldwide have created campaigns to encourage commuter cycling [1, 2] . Mobility conditions, traffic, and pollution are forcing people to leave cars at home, and cities to provide and promote alternative modes of transport. However, most pro-cycling policies seem to follow a traditional top-down approach involving high-level city-driven campaigns, but do not focus on needs of individual cyclists [3] [4] [5] .
Due to the high availability of mobile devices equipped with location-based technologies (such as sensors for global navigation systems), it is easier to collect cycling data and, therefore, understand spatial mobility patterns. These technologies are capable of identifying not only position and behavioural patterns but also the obstacles or frictions forcing cyclists to deviate from their desired routes or, worse, never begin commuting by bike. Equally as important as the geospatial technology capacities, researchers lack common definitions of the typical obstacles urban cyclists face. The impact of obstacles, or what we term "frictions", on bicycle commuting has been largely unexplored in the research literature.
Cycling's integration with mobile monitoring and performance enhancement devices is well established, in developed countries, but mainly for sporting purposes rather than for commuters. This motivated us to explore the analysis of urban cycling patterns from crowdsourced location information and to develop tools for fostering bottom-up and data-driven policies for promotion of urban cycling. This is seen as a modest contribution to cities' efforts to become more open, green, smarter and aware of local urban dynamics.
This study aims to identify, map and analyse the frictions which potentially inhibit bicycle commuting, and the places where they can be found. Our goal was to programmatically identify and classify these frictions and, by doing so, support data-driven policy-making in favour of urban cycling. Identifying frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting could help in the prioritisation of new or improved cycling infrastructure (i.e., create, expand or relocate bicycle paths), the definition traffic calming areas, or the integration of public transport and bicycles.
We analysed crowdsourced bicycle trips in three different cycling environments, from an almost non-existent one in Valletta Malta to an evolving plan in Castelló Spain, and the internationally recognised pro-cycling environment in Münster Germany. The analysis started with the set of trip segments from these cities recorded using a mobile gamified application during the autumn of 2017. We classified such segments based on speed, into walking segments (less than 5 km/h) and cycling segments (between 10 and 50 km/h). Then, using a hexagonal grid overlay and comparing the proportion of walking and cycling segments in each cell, we identified 284 locations with potential frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting: 71 in Münster; 70 in Castelló; and 143 in Valletta. Finally, we classified and described the identified frictions based on the distances to trip origin, destination, and bicycle paths, as well as the location within the urban area, surrounding city infrastructure, and landmarks.
This article continues by reviewing related work, description of the crowdsourced datasets, and the methodology for the identification of frictions. Next, we describe the places with frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting, cycling patterns, and the use of bicycle paths. A final discussion covers four main topics: the concept of friction, grid-based analysis, sample size, and method replication, prior to concluding the paper with the study limitations, conclusions and recommendations.
Related Work
The analysis of cycling conditions is usually found in transport engineering or transport planning studies [1, 6] . Transport analysis typically refers to optimising either the movement of people and goods or the resources impacted by such a task, for example, urban space, fuel, air quality, noise, among others [7] . City transport plans provided the primary diagnosis of cycling conditions at the three cities of the study and are the components of national and regional cycling statistics [8, 9] . An example of how city transport plans feed broader studies is the analysis of "100 years of urban cycling policy, use, and practice in 14 European cities in 9 countries" [1] , which summarised the role of bicycles, their relevance before the 1950s automobile revolution, and its rebirth during the last two decades. Multiple cycling studies have used the cities of Copenhagen [10] or Amsterdam [5] as a reference.
In general, transport planning has marginalised urban cycling, and authors such as Koglin and Rye [6] have highlighted the poor development of the theoretical basis for cycling planning in comparison with planning for motorised traffic. The cycling studies usually either compare people and places with a cross-sectional approach, or measure the conditions before and after urban interventions [2] . The results of such studies are usually too general and not site-specific; for example, they refer to the convenience of protected cycling facilities especially for women, children, seniors, and also for risk-averse cyclists on roads with motor vehicles [11] . Additionally, the studies and scientific reviews commonly refer to the need for more detailed cycling data [6] .
Sustainable transport such as cycling promises to benefit cities and urban areas and provide alternatives to traditional transport modes due to fewer requirements for adoption and lower maintenance costs [11, 12] . To comprehend mobility based on physical activity or active mobility researchers have synthesised indexes for the restrictions faced by pedestrians, lately called "walkability" indexes [13] . More recently, researchers expanded that idea to cycling by considering infrastructure, interaction with motorised vehicles, and cultural adoption across cities [14, 15] .
Safety, a broad category expressed as the potential for collision with motorised vehicles, risk of injury, perceived danger, risk, among other terms, is the common restriction or barrier inhibiting cycling presented across the literature. In addition to safety, researchers referred to other elements impeding access, causing discomfort or delays during cycling. For example, Fishman et al. [16] highlighted weather and topography while Flügel et al. [17] identified the number of stops or turns-off during a trip and the pavement quality. The constant trade-off between effort and benefits of cycling also helped to define frictions, especially when having disconnected cycling infrastructure [18] , road crossings or intersections [19] . However, the spatial location of such barriers within the city is not present or is coarsely analysed in cycling research.
Cycling research has also benefited from the relationship with walking, its popularity and convenience for increasing physical activity [20, 21] as well as from the extensive analysis of its medical implications [21] . For our research, we used existing measurements for walking speed, "ranged from 4.58 km/h (127.2 cm/s) for women in their seventies to 5.26 km/h (146.2 cm/s) for men in their forties" [22] , and cycling speed "ranged between 12 and 20 km/hour" [23] which strongly depends on the urban conditions.
There are multiple alternatives to promote urban cycling in cities, going from traditional means of communication to technology-based strategies using mobile or web applications. Despite the lack of research dealing with the use of mobile applications to promote urban cycling [24] , other related studies have dealt with technology-based engagement. Several experiences with gamification, a well-known practice of using game elements to enhance a service with affordances for gameful experiences in non-gaming contexts [25, 26] , and the related products-location-based games or geo-games-have used technology to encourage behavioural change including promoting physical activity [27] [28] [29] [30] .
There is a growing market of cycling applications for mobile phones which adopted gamification techniques to encourage increased physical activity as well as to crowdsource cycling data collection. Such an approach seemed more effective at attracting new users willing to generate cycling data than other web-based tools like OpenCycleMap, the cycling version of OpenStreetMap [31, 32] . Some of these applications emphasise social interaction and cycling performance, such as Strava [33] or Endomondo [34] , while others directly focus on crowdsourced data collection such as Wikiloc [35] . Location-based services are a key component of current cycling applications which allowed researchers to explore visualisation and analysis of cycling data mostly with the tools used for analysing motorised transportation [36] [37] [38] .
For the geospatial analysis of bicycle trips, many researchers used map-matching, a popular technique which aggregates and simplifies trajectories using a spatial object as a reference to collapse and link trip lines to the closest street axis [39] . Three types of map-matching procedures have been defined: generic, topological and statistical. There are various examples of map-matching applied to the analysis of cycling such as the work of Snizek et al. [40] aggregating bicycle trip sketches from 890 participants with the location of positive and negative experiences, the simplification of bicycle trip trajectories recorded by GPS [41, 42] , or the definition of cycling boundaries from bicycle trips [43] . Other studies have sought to extend the idea of map matching using grids to not only integrate additional variables but specifically to provide higher spatial resolution for phenomena happening at spots within the streets [44] or in open areas outside of the street network.
The interest in geospatial features of bicycle trips is not exclusive to researchers. Citizens often are interested in discovering preferred cycling routes. Some mobile applications offer cycling activity heat-maps [45] as the de facto visualisation. The Strava Global Heatmap [46] and the Polar global Activity Map [47] are popular examples of the of heat-map visualization. Nevertheless, creation of novel interactive maps are not usually the core of cycling applications; instead, they usually adopt mainstream services such as Mapbox, Google or Apple Maps [32, 40, 48] .
Unfortunately, cycling application developers and cities are not linked. Very little cycling and transport information is offered for policy makers and transport analysts [49] [50] [51] [52] . The considerable potential for cycling data-driven policy-making fed by human sensors and mobile phone information [53] [54] [55] is hampered by the lack of precise information.
Study Area
We ran our study in three European cities: Münster in Germany, Castelló in Spain, and Valletta in Malta (see Figure 1) . The city of Münster is located in the North Rhine-Westphalia region, northwest Germany, and has 300,000 inhabitants. It is mostly flat, and with an extended and high-quality network of dedicated bicycle lanes, such that 39% of the trips in Münster are made by bicycle [56] . The city of Castelló is part of the Valencian Community on the Mediterranean coast of Spain, with 180,000 inhabitants. It is mostly flat and has a network of bicycle lanes that covers the main corridors of the city and connects with the surroundings. About 2% of the daily trips in Castelló are made by bicycle, and this tendency grew during the last years [57] .
The city of Valletta and the surrounding urban area of Malta is a network of small cities within the Mediterranean island with multiple bays and low hills. It has more than 400,000 inhabitants, and almost no cycling infrastructure apart from dedicated bus lanes shared with cyclists; less than 1% of the trips in Malta are by bicycle [58] .
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Methodology
This section describes the three activities of the study: the participants' recruitment in three European cities during the summer-autumn of 2017; the data compilation and the experimental dataset; and the analytical methods of the study. Our multidisciplinary research dealt with the analysis of bicycle trips from the perspectives of location-based services, bicycle commuting and spatial analysis.
Participant Recruitment
For the experiment, we recruited 20 participants each from the cities of Castelló in Spain, Münster in Germany, and Valletta in Malta. The call included printed posters, flyers, messages on social media and emails to local cycling advocacy groups. Participants were required to be Android phone users as well as to meet the researchers to install the application, receive the instructions for the experiment, and provide feedback after one week of use. Participants were told to install the Cyclist Geo-C mobile application, record each bicycle trip and describe it with up to three tags upon arrival following their normal daily routine [59] . Each participant received a nominal e10 reward after finishing the tasks.
Using the Cyclist Geo-C application, a location-based mobile application or geo-game, participants tracked their bicycle trips and described them using tags. The geo-game provided participants feedback through collaboration-based and competition-based virtual rewards. The interface showed the proportion of trips and tags recorded as a percentage of the city's total, and the participants' position on a leaderboard based on the number of trips and tags. The application supports four languages: English, European Spanish, German and Catalan.
Fifty-seven participants (19 in Münster, 20 in Castelló, and 16 in Valletta) successfully finished the experiment during the summer-autumn 2017 season: in Münster from 18 September to 6 October, in Castelló from 16 October to 3 November, and in the urban area of Malta from 9 to 30 November. Participants were aged between 15 and 58 years old (mean 33.4, median 32.5), they were mainly single (23 single and 12 in a relationship but not living together), and included 24 female participants (42%). Table 1 shows participants' profiles in greater detail. 
Data
Participants recorded bicycle trips during at least one week using the Cyclist Geo-C mobile application. They generated four different datasets: Location, with the sequence of coordinates and timestamps of each participant; Measurements, with the sequence of distance and speed estimated by Google Fit [60] which we discarded due to bad quality and mistiming of the estimation; and Tag, with a set of up to three tags describing each cycling experience. The detailed description of the datasets [61] is available in Appendix A.
From the raw data, we built the experimental dataset composed of three subsets. First, we created a point dataset called "origin_destination" which contained the point geometries where each trip started and ended with attributes for latitude, longitude, altitude, and precision coordinates. Each point also had the timestamp which indicates the time when the user started or ended the trip.
We also created a line dataset called "trip_segments" which contained the geometries of the straight lines connecting two locations of the participant. Each segment started from an initial point "p i " recorded at a time "t i " and ended at the next point recorded by the user "p f " at time "t f ". The time difference between "t i " and "t f " was at most five minutes while the length of the segment was at most one kilometre. Each segment also had the participant and trip identifier, and the segment's sequence number within the trip.
For each of the trip segments, we calculated the distance and speed using the recorded coordinates and timestamps from "p i " and "p f " points (see Equation (1)). Then, we classified the segments according to the calculated distance as: "walking segment" when the calculated speed was less than 5 km/h [22] ; "cycling segment" when the calculated speed was between 5 and 50 km/h [23] ; or "non-cycling segment" when the calculated speed was more than 50 km/h:
We created a second line dataset called "trips" which contained the geometries of each of the trip paths. A trip was a line (also called polyline by GIS users) defined by the ordered sequence of trip segments. It started from origin point "p i " of the trip's first segment and ended at the destination point "p f " of the trip's last segment. Each trip also had the participant's identification, trip's identification, the number of segments, start and end times.
In addition to the experimental dataset recorded by participants, our analysis used a secondary dataset to define a comparable framework for the three cities. The secondary dataset consisted of the existing bicycle paths in the cities of Münster and Castelló as well as the planned bicycle paths around Valletta. For the city of Münster, the source of the bicycle paths was the OpenStreetMap [31] (we downloaded the line elements with the tags "bicycle = yes" and "cycleway = yes"). For the city of Castelló, we obtained the bicycle paths from the city transport authority [57] , including the city of Valletta, we created a digital version of the national bicycle network plan [58] .
For the urban boundaries, we used data from OECD functional urban areas-FUA [62] and urban morphological zones-UMZ [63] . These last two datasets served to compare the three urban areas of the study and the existing or planned bicycle lanes. The experimental and secondary datasets were stored using the open a GIS-compatible file format GeoJSON [64] .
Methods
This study used a hexagonal grid of 30 m cell side to analyse and summarise the bicycle trips, identify frictions, and support the numerical and geospatial visualisation of the results. The hexagonal grid offered a higher spatial resolution and adapted better to the irregular street configurations than a square grid [65] . In addition, the grid offered advantages concerning similar techniques such as map-matching when it comes to the representation of small elements and the independence from a transport network. For example, our analysis included bicycle trips crossing open or pedestrian spaces which would not be considered by map-matching to the network. We built individual grids per city using the local coordinate system to ensure a uniform grid size. Then, we merged the individual networks into a single layer. The final layer, as well as the experimental datasets, were processed with the WGS84 reference system to ensure reproducibility with future analysis.
Once we had the unified grid, we calculated a set of variables for each cell, described in Table 2 . The values at each cell came after selecting the points or lines intersecting each grid cell using the GIS function "st_intersects". The values became attributes of the existing grid layer. n_destination Number of trip destination points contained by a grid cell. It defined if the grid cell was considered or not a friction. in_umz 1 when the grid cell is inside the UMZ, 0 when is outside. It determined whether the grid cell as in or out the urban area of a city. in_fua 1 when the grid cell is inside the FUA, 0 when is outside. It determined whether the grid cell was in or out the study area.
To define the frictions that inhibit bicycle commuting, we considered the scenario in which a cyclist faced an obstacle or a circumstance that forced her to either slow down, walk the bike or stop cycling. In such a case, the cyclist cannot maintain a constant cycling speed during the trip [66] .
Based on that, we inferred how such scenario would be reflected at an individual grid cell since the application recorded participants' location every 2 to 10 s and we calculated the speed of each segment applying Equation (1) . First, we considered that a participant was theoretically cycling uniformly at speed between 5 and 50 km/h [23] who would likely record from one to three points at a grid cell which corresponds to one, two or three segments (see Figure 2 left) .
Second, we considered a second participant was theoretically walking at speed lower than 5 km/h [22] or stopped who would likely record much more points at either the same grid cell or the adjacent cells (see Figure 2 right ). Contrasting the behaviour of the two previous participants, we observed that participants cycling would record fewer segments than participants walking or stopped. Similar to the detection of movement suspension patterns described by Orellana [67] , we used the number of cycling and walking segments to identify frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting. Based on the previous considerations, we defined "Friction intensity" as the proportion of the walking segments recorded at a grid cell compared to the cycling segments recorded at the same grid cell as a percentage (see Equation (2)):
After calculating the variables and the friction intensity, we proceeded to analyse the trip details. There we checked "when" the participants recorded trips, on which day of the week and at what hour of the day. In addition, we analysed "how" participants cycled and calculated the average cycling speed and the cycled distance. Then, we found "where" participants cycled and counted the number of trips in and out of the UMZ. Additionally, we estimated the distance from each segment to the closest bicycle path, assuming that segments recorded at a distance shorter than 30 m were recorded in a bicycle path. We used distance as a criterion to determine where a participant cycled and, in particular, where they used a bicycle path during the experiment.
We identified the frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting following an iterative procedure to define three levels. As first level frictions, we selected the grid cells intersecting at least one walking segment. As second level frictions, we chose the first level frictions located farther than one hundred metres from a trip origin or destination. The areas surrounding trip origins or destinations would probably have more walking segments due to the lower speeds when starting or ending a bicycle trip.
For the third level frictions, we applied two steps. First, we selected the second level frictions in which walking segments were between one half or two times the number of cycling segments. This produced friction intensity values between 50% and 200% and would correspond to grid cells where participants not only cycled but also stopped or walked the bicycle. Second, we grouped the adjacent grid cells having a friction intensity between 50% and 200% and merged them into a single area to provide insights into the extent of the identified frictions.
We proceeded to explore the geospatial visualisation of the bicycle trips, frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting, and the use of the cycling infrastructure. We compared the visualisation outcomes of our approach with the Strava heat map and the raw trip lines. We found the general categories of places in which the identified frictions appeared and the urban elements that potentially produced such friction. Lastly, we visualised the bicycle paths used and not used by participants during the experiment.
Results
Our experimentation obtained 1605 trips composed by 62,968 segments from which only 40% were cycling segments. Most of the trips were recorded in Münster, but participants from both Castelló and Valletta recorded almost twice the number of segments than in Münster. Therefore, we calculated the cycled distance only considering the cycling segments, which decreased the average trip length but better reflect the cycled distance. In Castelló participants cycled 550 km, whereas, in Münster and in Valletta, participants cycled about 300 km. Table 3 shows the general characteristics of the trips recorded, and the higher rate of cycling segments recorded in Castelló, where one-half of the recorded segments were cycling segments, while, in Valletta and Münster, these rates were lower. The recorded trips came mainly from urban commuters due to fact the recorded location was mostly inside the urban area, during working days/hours, and at low cycling speed. The participants from Münster and Valletta recorded the majority of segments within the urban area (89.17% and 93.94%), whereas participants from Castelló cycled differently on weekdays or weekends. On weekdays, more than one half of the cycling distance was recorded inside the urban area (65.09%), while, on weekends, participants cycled mostly out of the urban area (59.64% out of the urban area). We noticed different behaviour in participants from Castelló due to a combination of more sports cycling in the countryside than in the other two cities and a different spatial configuration of Castelló's UMZ. Although the UMZs came from the same source, Castelló's UMZ had more dispersed and separated urban areas than Münster and Valletta which had an aggregated UMZ enclosing the small surrounding towns.
Overall, participants cycled more during weekdays and working hours. Figure 3 shows the cycled distance during the experiment per day of the week and hour of the day as well as the location in or out of the UMZ. Moreover, participants cycling had a bimodal distribution of the cycling distance on workdays [68] and a slightly higher concentration of trips outside the UMZ on weekends. Participants' average cycling speed was close to 15 km/h, typical for urban cycling and matched to our theoretical and methodological considerations. We found participants from Valletta with the lowest cycling speed among the three cities, 14.6 km/h on average, while Castelló and Münster had a higher cycling speed, 15.0 km/h and 14.8 km/h. The hourly distribution of cycling segments presented in Figure 4 shows the trips usually starting after 6:00 a.m. in the morning, some early trips in Münster and a participant from Valletta who recorded non-cycling segments all night long. Participants from Castelló recorded more trips between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. while participants from Münster and Valletta recorded trips earlier in the morning or later in the afternoon. Apart from the differences between the local commuting times, we saw a periodic concentration of trips during the day in Münster, which could mean a more structured cycling scheduling. 
Frictions Inhibiting Bicycle Commuting
From our methodological approach in Section 4, we aimed to locate the areas where participants cycled or walked. The grid cells crossed by participants usually had between one and fifty trips with nearly one hundred segments which meant about two or three segments per trip. When considering trips' origins and destinations, the grid cells with at least an origin or destination point usually had up to ten segments. Therefore, we found our participants recording more segments while starting or finishing a trip.
Beforehand, we knew that when a participant stayed at the same location or moved slowly, the GPS sensor kept recording multiple locations and therefore adding trip segments [66] . Based on that fact, we defined the first level frictions. Figure 5 shows grid cells where participants usually recorded from one to three segments per trip. However, there are cells with more than ten segments per trip, especially if they had either origin or destination points. The second level frictions, therefore, excluded the grid cells with either origin or destination points, seen as red crosses along the x-axis in Figure 5 . We found more grid cells with a high number of segments per trip in Valletta than in Castelló or Munster.
To capture information about frictions' extension and intensity, we aggregated the adjacent grid cells with similar friction intensity to define the third level frictions. We found almost half of the third level frictions in Valletta, 143 frictions, and the rest equally distributed in Münster and Castelló, 71 and 70 frictions. We compared the frictions' intensity and size to visualise the distribution of more significant areas and the most intense cycling inhibition. Figure 6 shows four quadrants defined by the size of the grid areas and friction intensity, and the top two quadrants called our attention due to the higher friction intensity produced by more walking segments. The grid areas at the top right quadrant (33 grid areas-GA) were bigger, with higher intensity and mostly present in Valletta (24 GA out of the 33). The grid areas at the top left quadrant (107 GA) were smaller but with high intensity. There were grid areas with high friction intensity at the three cities but in different proportions. Münster (35 GA with high fiction intensity-HFI), they were mostly at intersections controlled by traffic lights; in Castelló (29 GA with HFI), they were mostly at intersections, roundabouts and the pedestrianised downtown; and in Valletta (76 GA with HFI), they were mostly across streets with steep slopes, street intersections and grade separations. Our results combined the programmatically functions and a visual examination for describing the cycling environment producing frictions.
Spatial Distribution of Frictions
We covered each city study area with the hexagonal grid as a way to spatially aggregate or bin the number of trips. By doing so, we extended our results beyond traditional maps of cyclists' preferred/non-preferred streets and focused on places inhibiting cyclists movement, especially those with a higher friction intensity shown in Figure 6 . Our approach combined the conventional cycling representation of bicycle trips (see Figure 7 left) , with the iterative definition of frictions. We selected the areas where participants not only walked but also where the walking segments were much more compared to cycling segments to define the third level frictions (see Figure 7 centre and right). Extending the traditional visualisation of bicycle trips adds a new instrument to evaluate cycling conditions. The different perspectives seen in Figure 7 show not only the cyclists' preferred streets but also the places where such activity was probably constrained. The frictions in Figure 7 centre and right indicate places where participants not only cycled but also decreased their speed or stopped during their trips. Level three frictions excluded the grid cells having either origin or destination to ignore areas where participants walked to start or end a trip.
We compared the third level friction across the three cities regarding the size of the grid areas and friction intensity (see Figure 6) . However, the use of geospatial analysis allowed us to compare the spatial distribution of frictions as well as the infrastructure and environmental conditions potentially constraining cycling. While in Valletta frictions were associated with the steep slopes faced by participants, the different cycling environments in Münster or Castelló produced other kinds of distribution.
We linked the third level frictions with a series of four typical scenarios: particular cycling constraints, street intersections, city-specific intersections, and landmarks. Figure 8 shows a selection of third-level frictions as red polygons, the recorded trips using green lines, the bicycle paths in blue, and the surrounding map to understand the elements producing the calculated friction intensity. In Münster, we found frictions at places where participants moved from a dedicated bicycle path to a local street usually at a closed turn, at the intersections with highways, or at some crowded areas surrounding the city lake.
In Castelló, we found frictions at bicycle paths with cumbersome turns, roundabouts, or at the main city park entrance which served as a junction between the city centre and the avenue leading to the train station and university campus. In Valletta, we found frictions usually at streets with steep slopes surrounding the university campus, at huge grade separations such as the underpass leading to the university, and at some landmarks around the seashore promenade. 
The Role of Bicycle Paths in Facilitating Bicycle Commuting
Although we found participants from Münster using more bicycle paths per trip than participants from Castelló, the participants recorded trips in more than one-half of bicycle paths in Castelló. In Münster, participants recorded 235.5 km in bicycle paths which represented 76.8% of the cycled distance. In Castelló, participants recorded a slightly longer distance of 265.9 km which only represented 47.8% of the cycled distance. Apart from being a contradiction, the trips presented in Figure 9 on the one hand as trajectories in the bottom map and on the other as vertical bars in the top chart, show two different cycling scenarios. First, a scenario with more commuting trips using the city's high-quality cycling network in Münster. Second, a scenario with lower coverage of bicycle paths in Castelló but longer trips to either connect urban areas or to practice sports cycling.
The case of Valletta radically differs from the other cities. In addition to the absence of bicycle paths, we found some cycling along the streets planned for bicycle paths in the future. Participants only recorded 95.7 km which represented just 28.8% of the cycled distance. In this case, the numbers and representation of Figure 9 right only aim to serve as a reference point for future studies. Most of the cycling related literature and numerous urban planners portray bicycle paths as enablers of urban cycling. Therefore, we tried to provide tools to evaluate the differences in cycling patterns produced by such paths. We counted the trips recorded at each bicycle path and mapped them to see the bicycle paths used during the experiment. Figure 9 shows the bicycle paths in blue, in green the paths with at least one trip recorded during the experiment, and in red the segments recorded off a bicycle path. Most of the cycling segments recorded off a bicycle path were at city centres, generally quiet or pedestrianised areas in Münster and Castelló. In Valletta, the majority of trips were off the planned bicycle network and some at the surrounding streets which are not part of the future network plan.
We also analysed the cycled distance in bicycle paths per day of the week, seen in Figure 10 . Participants from Münster cycled mostly on bicycle paths and during work days. Participants from Castelló did not have a clear pattern beyond the low number of trips recorded on Saturdays. Participants from Valletta cycled mostly during work days and rarely used the streets planned for building bicycle paths. Cycling speed is a proxy for the convenience of bicycle paths. Therefore, we compared the average cycling speed of segments recorded on and off bicycle paths. Figure 11 shows a box-plot graph with the average cycling speed. In Münster, there was a slightly higher cycling speed on bicycle paths while in Castelló there was a lower speed off the bicycle paths. Such a difference could come from participants from Castelló cycling more for sports purposes and out of the urban areas. Although we did not find statistically significant differences and could not conclude on the convenience of bicycle paths, the comparison of cycling speeds deserves additional analysis and demands field-work validation. 
Discussion
Our research considered four main topics: the concept of friction, the grid-based methodology, the representativity of our sample size, and the method replication. Our study's contributions include the definition of "frictions" inhibiting bicycle commuting, the use of a hexagonal grid to aggregate cycling information, and the between-groups experimental design. In addition, we dealt with the implications of focusing on urban cycling, considerations to build a replicable method and limitations of having a small sample size. Finally, we contrasted our research outcomes with the existing studies on urban cycling and examined the future work in the field.
The first achievement of this study was identifying a combination of geospatial technologies which served to track urban cyclist location and to identify 1605 bicycle trips and 284 friction cases potentially inhibiting bicycle commuting. Our methodology analysed crowdsourced cycling data, notwithstanding the small sample size, with a feasible and reusable methodology to analyse cycling patterns based on GPS tracks. For doing so, we built the cyclists' trajectories from data collected through mobile phones, and then we identified the frictions by analysing the deviation of those trajectories from an ideal cycling scenario.
Despite the interest of transport experts in understanding urban cycling, we found no literature dealing with the use of geospatial technologies to identify spatial and temporal elements of constraints to bicycle commuting. The concept of friction is not not yet definitively agreed upon, and, therefore, not easy to translate into algorithms which lead to its identification. Our attempt to have a standard definition which supported the comparison of cycling patterns between three European cities would serve to analyse the local cycling environments.
Our approach aimed to provide a geographic perspective on cycling beyond the mere geometrical representation based on lines, and frictions served for such a purpose. Therefore, we compared the crowdsourced trips against an ideal cycling scenario, time and distance constraints to calculate the deviations. In practice, our procedure had three iterative levels to identify and describe frictions. The two additional levels increased consistency by considering the number of walking segments, origins, destinations, and the friction intensity ratio. We optimised data processing and visualisation by adopting a grid-based methodology which spatially located frictions from low-speed segments complemented with a visual interpretation of elements potentially constraining cycling.
The advantages of the grid-based approach went beyond visualisation, and it enabled mixed geographical and numerical comparisons within cities. Consequently, we used it to calculate the number of trips, walking and cycling segments, trip origins and destinations as well as the friction intensity and the location within the urban area. The grid-based analysis expanded and complemented the traditional methods of line overlapping, heat maps or map-matching used for cycling analysis. The spatial definition and the multiple variables calculated using the grid supported the visualisation cycling areas and revealed hidden patterns from non-cycling segments. Figure 7 shows the single grid layer supporting three different views while Figures 5 and 6 show the grid values out of the geographic domain. Cycling analysts do not combine geographic and numeric visualisation very often, most of the transport and cycling studies focusing on one of the two alternatives [69] .
Cycling as a mode of transport produces interesting and complex mobility patterns. Our methodology aimed to compare and complement current mobility studies, adding in this case the daily and hourly distribution of bicycle trips presented in Figure 10 . Despite the different methodological approach, our insights into participants' commuter behaviour are not only comparable but also more detailed than conventional transport studies.
Having a small sample size in our study limited the interpretation of our results, but, at the same time, offered a community-specific perspective. The results did not reflect the cycling dynamics at the city level, only the behaviour of 20 participants cycling during two weeks at each city. However, our focus on identifying frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting, the recruitment of urban cyclists, and the geographical limits of urban areas would offer a well-defined method to analyse the cycling environment useful for policy-makers. The friction intensity is an objective estimator of the city areas potentially constraining cycling. In addition, our methodology served to identify the frictions faced by participants during cycling and provided a replicable method for other cities which requires complementary validation fieldwork.
Our method's reproducibility rests on an openly published customised mobile application, recruitment of bicycle commuters, a crowdsourced dataset of bicycle trips, and the set of software components to analyse the cycling environment and identify the places with low-cycling speed. Any city can use or modify the mentioned elements, deploy a crowdsourcing campaign and identify the frictions existing in its urban area.
The study also quantified and analysed the influence of bicycle paths as enablers of bicycle commuting. We spatially linked the segments with its closest bicycle path, identified the segments used during the experiment, and calculated cycling distance and speed in and out the bicycle paths. In Münster, participants did not use about 65% of the bicycle paths; in Castelló, it was about 30%. In Valletta, participants did not record any trip on 50% of the streets planned to build bicycle paths. With a fixed and reduced number of participants at each city, we observed how difficult is to reach all the bicycle paths, especially in Münster and its well-distributed network. Moreover, we calculated the difference in cycling speeds on and off the bicycle paths in Münster and Castelló, but we did not find a significant difference.
Our methodology successfully addressed some of the difficulties of reproducible research in geoinformation sciences [70] . We made the set of functions used in the study available in an open repository (see Appendix B), written in popular programming languages in the data analysis field. In addition, we deliberately used open source GIS tools and open data formats to restrict neither future analysis nor a particular software component. Finally, we compiled the tools and datasets and made them part of the Open City Toolkit [71, 72] , see Appendix B.
Apart from the planned research outcomes, the study opened up the alternatives for future cycling-related research. We found the need to improve data cleaning when it comes to datasets collected with mobile phones and GPS. Data cleaning should complement a better definition of bicycle trips when it comes to spatial features such as origin, destination, and intermediate stops. There are also alternatives to analyse particular features of trips such as bearing angle, effective cycled distance or the connection with different transport modes. Although our research scope did not consider the trajectory analysis, our dataset is useful for testing and validating geostatistical analysis which continually gains in popularity but lack valid data for validation.
Due to the reduced amount of urban cycling data, our outcomes could be also welcomed in emerging and popular fields such as machine-learning, parallel processing, or artificial intelligence. Moreover, considering the limitations of the majority of cities to successfully implement such tools, our study could serve to simplify the technical evaluation of data analysis tools or to design analysis products for bicycle commuting.
Conclusions
The study successfully identified 284 places with potential frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting: 71 in Münster, Germany; 70 in Castelló, Spain; and 143 in Valletta, Malta. Participants at those places recorded bicycle trips, and we found the segments recorded at low speeds which indicated a deviation from an ideal cycling scenario. We selected and merged the grid cells with friction intensity between 50% and 200% to define the third level frictions. We, therefore, described the frictions based on the surrounding infrastructure, and the location within the urban area.
Our contribution includes a crowdsourced dataset of bicycle trips from three European cities and analysis tools to identify the frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting. The use case presented in this paper contributes to the current trend of analysing bicycle commuting and serves as a reference for cities willing to evaluate its cycling environment. However, due to the limited number of participants, our results reflect only the participants' behaviour and cannot be generalised to a city level. With a broader sample size, our method could be used to produce results that represent better the cycling conditions at a city level.
Despite the generic definition of frictions used for this study, it supported our methodology and the reproducibility of the experiment. Future work should consider validation fieldwork or co-validation from participants. The experimental setup is suitable for analysing crowdsourced datasets coming from mobile phones and to describe the frictions inhibiting bicycle commuting. The use of a grid-based analysis and a common framework for the urban areas guaranteed the comparison between cities. Finally, it expanded the traditional analysis of individual bicycle trips by spatially aggregating them into units out of the streets such as open spaces or pedestrian areas. 
